
I am walking with my grandmother and warn her that my step father wants to dine at her place. I then tell her to have a coffee with her friend and get in her kitchen to open the blinders. She doesn't like the light and shows me her newspapers. An old man has his breast sucked by a woman. 

I am observing a small river with young and tall trees of different kind. The strong wind has uprooted them but they are still hanging in the air. Meanwhile my Chinese colleague tells me that he has decided to open two hundred companies in a small town.

I am having lunch with my parents who are just talking about their work. I ask them for a car dealer and they tell me of a very good one. As I try to get his number my mother gets really angry and tells me that I will now have to pay a bill by myself. It is actually little money and I have them. 

I am walking in town and come to a girl holding a broken bottle. I get away and end in a tunnel where a guy starts picking on me. I curse him in my own language and he picks a hammer to hit me. I first think to run away but then hold him with my arm around his neck.

My curator announces me that his boss wants the two of us to lecture at another University. We are to replace another course and it will last a month. We will only need to be there once a month and alternate each other.

A friend and I arrive by train in an old city. As I am messaging another friend to host us I see a large cave in front of us. We get in and find an abandoned school. We go through all the equipment. I find some magazines for my child and one with a naked girl. I rush to the bathroom and come.

I am in a luxury hotel showing the lists of films I have transcribed from a shop. I try to have to costumers to sign up and rent them. An old lady wants to actually buy one. It is an old title and she wants two more that are not on the list. I tell her to write them down that I will order them.

My girlfriend and I are biking in the countryside on a road to the villa of a rich family. We should turn but there are two roads. I am going for the second one but my girlfriend shows me that it is the first. The street name has been changed as the original one was too vulgar.

A friend brings her old Jeep and tells us that her husband has told her to do so since we are giving them our Jeep. The white surface has allot of rust. She also tells me that there are a couple of problems with the engine. I ask her to tell me where and think that our Jeep was much better. 

I am with my sister watching a film on my laptop. I suddenly take it away and go upstairs to look for naked girls. I browse for a name but just find religious pictures. My sister comes up and I remember that I should have removed the security feature. I go back to look even though she is there.

I am in a square looking at a punk showing off in front of his friends. My friends also arrive and I get on their wretched car. We wear thick sunglasses and beat the rhythm of the techno music out on the doors. The girl of my friend tells him that he can loose his arm and he puts it back in.

I get to church with a broken dove of chocolate to confirm myself. The priest invites me in although it is rather empty. He tells us to go down with our kids in the playground installed in a bigger church. As we play he baptises them. An old artist is playing the flute. He is actually being paid. 

My works will be installed behind a basketball stand. The technician arrives with uniforms and old compilations. I help him to match the two and try a cover against the light. He shows me that we need a stronger light and a different circuit. I take pictures of the man who is actually building it.

I am standing in my father-in-law's studio. The door to the kitchen is open and he is having breakfast with my girlfriend. He is actually jelling at her to paint the windows. I am about to tell him that there is no hurry but then keep silent while he keeps reproaching her.

In class I manifest my believe for the absolute but my Chinese colleague tells the students to look into the multiple. He is upset with me and I tell him to let me know about his opinions in advance. I also tell him of a good film for the students and he runs out to tell them.

I watch an old series and tell my girlfriend that I use to never miss an episode. She tells me that it was actually shot in our city. The house was built in the suburb and the scene where they play soccer was shot on the hill below the castle. Much care was given then to the main actor.

I find the lock of my building broken. I manage to remove a key that is stuck inside but a piece fells off. I put it in again and call my sister who is hiding. She doesn't come and I get in the elevator with an old schoolmate living in the last floor. I get off and find many paintings in front of the door.

In the office I meet an art critic who is back from France and he is talking to other artists. I don't listen and get out of the window finding a small closet. Each shelf has leather books where each of their names has been engraved. I take one out and find them blank inside.

A girl performs the melodica and announces me as her cousin. My parents are there and we leave together with my natural father. In the car they argue with him and leave me and my sister wrapped like a cube in a monumental cemetery. Only my step sister will inherit from them.

I get in a long train and walk through a whole wagon to find mine. The controller is in between the two smoking. He tells me that they are not in numerical order but my seat number is available for me in all the wagons.

I am out on the street and meet a famous artist. He talks to me and invites me to a restaurant. I follow him and his bodyguards but they disappear in a crowded theatre. He is to be crowned with a diamond cap but a spectator steals it. Everyone gets on him and tries to steal it for themselves.

I accompany the prince and princess out for an excursion along the harbour. I try to take a hidden road but they don't care to be seen and walk holding hands. We then get inside an elegant café but the waitress doesn't want to serve us because they are not respecting the dress code.

I call a friend that is very late and ask him where they are. They tried to call me before but my phone was off and I was trying to call another girl whose phone was also off. I then reach them in a café and we all play to be queers and shock the guy seating in front of us.

A friend and I are staying in a luxury room of an hotel. Another old friend arrives and we seat with the owner. She tells him the price but he says that he cannot afford it. There is also the option of coming early in the morning and paying less but he doesn't want to.

I receive a silver and a gold wedding ring from my father. They are both very big but the later has golden leaves hanging. It is actually for my girlfriend's while I will get the silver one. I try it on and it brakes like it was cookie.

In class the teacher shows us how to make a round stick squared. He tells us that we will find squared sticks going out of the class in front of his office. I hurry but see only small ones. I find a long one left and take it. It is actually two small ones attached with the resin that is leaking.

It is lunch time and I get to the University's library to look for some films. I find my laptop instead and notice my friends preparing notes for a test. We will have a history class which I have never attended. I have never studied either and decide to skip it and prepare myself for the next one.

I am walking inside the large portico of an ancient town. As I am thinking I hear my thoughts playing out of my portable player. I am approaching a guy who is seating in a corner and decide to leave it on anyway.

I am in the car with my family and reach a cold town covered with snow. It is time for a little kid to get off. He is very cute and I hug him before we leave. My sisters stay inside and I call them out. I feel sad and wished I knew where he is going so that I can come to see him.

I drive up in the mountains and reach a restaurant where I meet with my sister's friend. She is supposed to give me my wedding ring but doesn't have it because she didn't know my size. As I am about to leave she gives me her silver ring. I try it and it fits perfectly.

I am with a Norwegian friend going along a main road of a big city. We talk about games and he tells me of his favourite one. I really don't like it and ask him why he is not playing it any more. He tells me that he stopped after I have won against him.          

My Chinese colleague and I are by a river where people are swimming up stream to a lake. We then get in a shop to find him a swim suit. He wants one to cover his upper body but there are only shorts. As we walk further inside I realize that the hiking clothes I am wearing were bought there.

I have just won a ski competition and look for the podium with another winner. We discuss how to get more points for the championship. The next competition is not my speciality but he suggests me to compete anyway and get at least an asterisk.  

Unpainted coffins are coming up from a staircase. We go down and I touch them. There is one of a kid and I cry. Through the openings we see that a new funeral is being celebrated. I get in to help and listen to two volunteers reciting a poem and playing a fancy flute respecting the dead's wish.

I am with my parents on top of a mountain where is possible to fly out with a hang-glider. I actually hold a white one and I am about to jump. I turn the handle with my hands and try to understand how to control it but I can't and decide to ask my father.

My girlfriend has placed four young trees below a big pine. The night is setting and they are supposed to burn but I can't see the flame. Two of them are too close to the big tree and I try to set fire on the front ones. I use a stick to get a newspaper around one and see if it burns.

I wait for my students in the corridor and instruct them to join me in the cafeteria. I go straight and they go around. We meet that all other classes are already seated around different tables. My class is the most numerous and I stop to guide every student to our table.

I talk to a local and hear that the secessionist party got the most votes. I say that it is interesting but he tells that it will be even more interesting in another municipality. There the party got more than half of the votes and it will have absolute power.

I am driving my new car and find a charger for my phone instead of the key lock. I don't have the adapter but think to ask my mother-in-law who has the same phone. I park on her spot and ask her if it is OK. She is a bit reluctant but I tell her that I will repair the falling varnish of her old car.

I am in a book-store waiting for the assistant who is busy with another costumer. He never gets free and I go to ask the lady at the cashier for a dictionary. I confuse the languages and ask her for the wrong one. She shows me a shelf where I can look for the right one myself.

We are in a fine restaurant with view. We eat our good pizza and look at the Arabs who are making it. They actually go away and we go out to have our cake. As my girlfriend tells me of a software for my lecture I spin a rock on the table and use sophisticated terms when the waitress arrives.

We are on a cart going inside a tunnel where to play a video game. I take a picture of the cart in front of us and make us loose a point. We get out that is very dark and cloudy. It is actually the pollution of the city and I tell my girlfriend that it doesn't smell.

I get in the elevator that a man is also going up to get a knee surgery. He is a very tall Sargent of the American military. His uniform is very fine but his pants are half cut. I can see a big black scar on each knee as he already had surgery.

A friend and I go out of a conference center built on a river and walk along the shore. A man explains to us that they will soon make the center bigger and get rid of the shore. We follow him to a smaller conference where he presents his work and gives us the catalogue of his school.

I have just argued with an old friend and walk away to the city square where my sister moped is parked. As I am getting it from an outdoor café another old friend comes. He is also very angry and wants me to give him the moped. I drive away not to be beaten.

An hairdresser has to share her shop with an Arab hairdresser who she doesn't like. I want her to cut my hairs although I just shaved and tell her that it is because I am moving to Asia. She makes many tips and proposes to paint them. I don't want to. Upstairs an old friend wash them.

I am in class helping a guy to run a program on his computer. As another guy suggests that we try with his computer that is newer my old colleague shows that a whole wall of the classroom is actually a computer. A nerd holds a special device to connect to it.

It is a cold summer and all the mountains are covered with snow. My father drives in that direction on a small country road with no traffic. We are taking a girl to the airport. We actually stop in a town with a new church tower. She has her car there but very little time left to check in.

My girlfriend and son go to sleep and I am left alone in the kitchen. I open a link and start a video with a girl having a loud orgasm. I try to cover it with my own voice while turning the volume off. Her breast is very big. She talks and the camera zooms in her face. It's red and very Russian.

My aunt forwards me an e-mail from my cousin's girlfriend. The latter wants to look into poetry and leave my cousin. She is there with her beautiful friend and we start talking very closely with our foreheads placed together. Also my aunt shows up but we keep united.

I am walking with a student around the school corridor. He wants to go to class with the glass workshop glasses. I don't and keep going seeing my Japanese friend. I get in his room where he is packing up. He shows me that he was actually chosen for a new master program.

I am at one end of a long table having dinner with all my relatives. My back is in pain and my father shows me a new exercise to make it well again. I don't feel like seating any more and go around walking. I hide behind a column but he can still see me.

I have lighted a fire under a big tree and my friend calls me back to show that also the big branches have caught fire. I have a water bottle and squeeze it. The fire extinguishes and my friend stares at the surface that is evaporating.

I am carrying a big backpack and roller-skating with my cousin who is also carrying a big backpack but doesn't have any skates. We stop at his garage and he also decides to wear an old pair. He bends on one leg and manages to put one on without seating.  

I am walking with my girlfriend in a futuristic square with many art installations. We find one from an artist we know. It is a robot telling gossips. It looks and behaves exactly like a real woman.

I am in a busy café with three other colleagues. I order a French coffee with one and the waiter corrects my pronunciation. There are some stickers on the counter and my colleague gets them. I attach one with an Italian flag on the back of one the two colleagues talking together.

I get in line for the check-in before my friends. I have a more expensive flight that is soon leaving. They bring me a passport thinking that it is mine. I look at the photo but it is the one of another guy in the back. The ones in front are taking too long and I am loosing my flight.

I get up a mountain carrying my son on the back. I want to go down again but see that there is a higher peak. I am about to walk on it but it is too narrow and steep on both sides. A guy tells me to go down the other way. There is a path going to the main village but I have to go to a minor one.

My Chinese colleague and I are at a train station. He just bought a train and wants me to ask how to repair it. I look on a board to see who can answer. I approach an upcoming train that should have an expert. I approach the pilot but he doesn't know. I let him eat his pasta package.

My cousin gets his bicycle inspected by the police. They find allot of coins and medals inside but let him go. I take my big motorcycle and follow him with two other friends to a lawyer. We are too heavy and loose him. I then decide to drop our backpack at their grandmother's villa.

I am teaching the first week of class with my English colleague and start planning the next week. While I am ready to be there every day he plans to be there only half a day. He has been teaching two full days while he is paid only for two half days a week.

A friend and I get in a library to look for a girl who can host us. I find her seating in a long table with his boyfriend. I want to give her a present and take out some papers from my pocket. I unfold them and give them to her. They are plans for the renovation of a boat.

I am a guest of a friend and wake up in the middle of the night. Everybody is asleep and I get to the desk where my laptop is. I turn it on and realize that it is her laptop. I anyway look for a program to browse for some porn.

It is late when I get in a big road. On one side is a gang of blond guys. I film and avoid them walking on the opposite side. I then seat on a bicycle stand to film two ugly transvestite passing. As I do so one of them comes on me with his big tits. I ask him for a blow job.

In the middle of the war a soldier is planning to organize his bodyguards on both entrances and block the general. It is anyway too late as a modern plane has just been released. It flies with a kayak over the ocean and bomb the modern building of the enemy's capital.     

I am standing with my cousin on a modern bridge. An etching on a red sign shows how the sea and the river connects there. I remind my cousin that once we were here with round glasses and rented a canoe with bike paddles. He can't remember.

I am in the villa of an architect overlooking a big river. I see an interesting building on the opposite side. The architect's daughters don't like it but he also finds it interesting. We get there and look at the long courtyard of cement columns. The next building is where a friend is living.

My Chinese colleague is organizing a conference and invites a group of experts including my old professor. We walk out on a cow field but find a fence. The latter invites me to pass it. I jump on every stone and make it under it. It becomes a game and everyone starts playing. 

Two men looks for some moisturising lotion and one of them walks in the female bathroom to find it. It is all empty and very big. He walks all the way to the other end where a woman is showering. He hurries back and ends in a garage. He walks on the side not to be caught by the bus drivers.

We just invested our money and got a racing car for very little. I get in and and pull the door down. I drive with my father out on a big road and try to see how fast it get. It is very powerful. As we get in town I slow down afraid of the kids. One is laying on the side after been run over.

I am in town with my girlfriend about to go to a ceremony. I am very smelly and leave her to wait for me while I look for a deodorant. I don't have any money and get in a tobacco shop where they have perfumes on display. As the owner is busy with a costumer I spray them on.

I am with my friends eating a small pizza and decide to order a new one. I then go to the cash desk but a naughty girl gets in front of me. New comers get behind her and I have to impose myself to be the next after her.

I just got a year pass for a small disco inside a big mall. I get in that there are very few dancing and seat with an old friend. As I start to eat my dinner I realize that it is actually the puppets of a wedding cake. There is much chewing cream inside filling my mouth. 

As an assignment the teachers tells me to fill in a drawer of an aquarium with organic things from my native land. I then start going home with it but meet my classmates playing tennis with balloons. An Asian student wants to play against me but the fields are all occupied.

A group of students has built a slide divided in three narrow lanes. The middle one is not painted and one of them tells me that I am supposed to do it. I seat on top and start to evaluate how but it is too steep and I slide down.

My son and I are walking a path up a mountain. Some Indians are walking down a steep valley but we try to keep the altitude. The path is actually taking to a higher mountain covered by a cloud. It is too late for us to continue.     

A girl shows me the large wine tank where she leaves in the middle of a small village. As we continue our visit I realize how large she is herself. I start feeling very bad that I will now have to marry her.

The guide of a museum takes out the king's watches. I also get one and keep it while getting some small statues for sale. The guide realizes that it is missing and starts accusing different visitors including the security. At last a man gives another watch back saying that it was put in his pocket. 

At a funeral two fat men wins the lottery. They are actually both homosexual and leave together. I then go to shut the door but the large bird pulling his tongue over us flies against me. I open it again and he goes out.

I go out for a run and meet an old friend. He tells me that his old friend had money problems and gave him a bag of fake bills. He is now going to a small bank up the hills to cash them but he is not afraid to be caught.

I am in my parents room when my mother comes in. She wonders why the air-conditioning is on. It is actually very cold and I move to my father's studio. She tells me to keep it clean as he will have some patients coming over. I just want to read some old books which are anyway in disorder.

A director presents the artists belonging to his organization in a great American city. Someone has also added my name with his mobile. I then wish to speak of my work but it is not my turn. There are actually two girls who tells me to present my old paintings while they get dressed.       

I am looking at a map up North searching for a city by the coast. There is a village instead and I think how it would be to live there. Behind it is a glacier but it would be too cold to explore.  

I am showing my friends the pictures of an old friend skiing in the North. It is the perfect weather and he skies through some big rocks. He is too happy and there is too much life for it to be the North. I then correct myself and say that we are South.

I go with my son's little friends through the house that my grandma is renting in her courtyard. The fat owner gets angry and follow me up to her in front of the bed where my grandpa died. He doesn't show respect and we go out on the road to fight. I throw my two kitchen knives but miss him.

I am standing by the edge of a bridge close to two guys with long and curly black hair. I hear them talking Russian and start to tell them about my grandfather walking back after the war there. One of them hugs me. His face is squeezed and his teeth very big. 

I talk to a colleague on the phone and ask him about the essay he has to write for my catalogue. He doesn't feel good about it since he has been quoting too much. I then offer him more days to continue after the deadline.

I am getting married in my relatives' old villa. My old neighbours' daughter will figure instead of my girlfriend as we belong to the same religion. I talk to her boyfriend and ask him how does it feel about it. He is very kind but look very sad.

A worker places an obstacle on the road to deviate the traffic. A Chinese policeman comes and I come up with an excuse. I tell him that there was an accident and we had to rescue a man that was injured.

A Southern man takes me to the historical center of his town. We come to a big gateway with a small sculpture of a lion. It is actually the symbol of a great city of the North that was governing even there.

A famous soccer team is playing against a local team. They play but they can't match. The trainer of the famous team finds the other team too vulgar and decide to stop the game and call the penalties. 

I am with my parents inside a shop. They ask me if I want a map and I pick a nice one with all the European states. The Nordic countries have been squeezed horizontally to fit on one page.  My parents were actually only talking of a magazine that my father gets every week with updated maps. 

My mother and I are angry and I shut myself in the room. She keeps jellying and I throw the seed of a peach against some small sculptures on the shelf. She asks me what has happen but I tell her that everything is OK although one of the statues has a foot broken and can no longer stand.

I am going to bed and pick a square and thick diary wrote by a girl of a Northern city. I lay down and read it. It is actually a collection of the erotic letters that she wrote to her lover. I put it down again to get tempted.

I am with some friends in a mountain village and long to go back to civilization. We then take the path down. It seems to end on the asphalted road but I find that it continues through the bushes. We go down till we get to a small supermarket.

Our art school has a stand among other stands recruiting new students. The previous year they only got one student and I tell my colleague to be more active. I then pick the application form and compare it with that of another stand. It is actually the music diary of the man who runs it.

Some creatures are in a movie theatre and my son and I project a new cartoon to keep them there and scan them. It shows a giant boat dropping a small cannon in the sea and getting shot. As the crew is pulling it up the cannon shoots again to a small boat down the big river.

It is dark and I am on a road looking for a place where to seat and write my dreams. A beautiful girl comes to work on her father's kiosk. I then decide to seat on a sofa in front of it but an old friend has left his bag there. I warn him that will seat but he is crossing the road and doesn't hear.  

I am in the gym when a fat and tall man approaches me in a corner. He wants me to go on vacation with me. I am positive but he wants to go right away and starts booking on his mobile. His belly is squeezed against me and he doesn't let go. 

I am leaving with a giant airplane and telling my wife's friends that we forgot her mask at the airport. On the ground we go by some stands serving red cocktails. A woman looks at me. They are coming up and I put on my nice jacket. The air conditioning is too strong but I can't turn it down.   


